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This invention relates to brace elements for use in 
‘buildingand home construction, andmore particularly to 
a flexible strip brace which can be quickly and easily 
applied to connect a series of spaced stud or framing ele 

. ments in a highly economical fashion. 
It is a primary object ofv the invention to simplify and 

improve bracing apparatus for use in architectural con 
struction whereby such apparatus will be more el?cient 
and economical to use, more satisfactory in operation,: 
and readily adaptable to‘ a wide variety of applications. 
The bracing of studding and support elements in resi-' 

dential and commercialrconstruction is a costly and time 
consuming operation. Efforts have been previously made 
to develop a means to simplify the bracing operation and 
reduce the cost thereof but without much success. 
The present invention affords the answer to the above 

indicated problems in the construction art by providing 
a brace device in the form of a continuous ?exible metal 
strip which reduces labor cost in bracing to; an absolute 
minimum. The invention embodiment is relatively simple 

- and low in cost and can be quickly and easily applied in 
a minimum of time and with a minimum of effort. Its 
weight and bulk is relatively minimum in comparison to 
the variousv Wooden and metal’ brace means aiforded in 
the prior art, thereby effecting economies both in its 
storage and shipment. ' ‘ > 

An object of the invention is to provide an improved 
brace particularly adaptable for use in building con 
struction. _ _ _ 

Another object of the invention is to provide improved 
brace apparatus in the form of a continuously ?exible 
Strips, . _. . , . 

A further object of the invention is to provide‘ a brace 
particularly for use in-_ building and home construction 
in the form of a ?exible metal strip notched to provide 
anchor means whereby it can be quickly and successively 
applied in continuous connecting relation to brace a series 
of’ spaced, stud or, framing elements in a minimum of 
time and with a minimum of effort. 
An additional object of the invention is to provide a 

brace device which isrlightweight, high in compressive 
strength, and low in cost to produce substantial economies 
in its use. 

Another. object of the invention is to provide a‘ con 
tinuous stripbrace which can be substantially simultane 
ously applied over a series of spaced’ studs or framing 
elements and which includes means for locking the strip 
in bracing relation‘ to the studs on application‘. a 
A vfurther object of the. invention is to provide an im 

proved brace for construction use including automatic 
anchor means and selectively affording friction nail lock 
means intermediate its‘ anchor means. 
An object of the invention is to provide an improved: 

brace apparatus possessing. the advantageous structural 
features, the inherent meritorious characteristics, and the 
mode of operation and application herein described. 
With the above and other objects in view as will more 

fully appear in the speci?cation, the ‘invention intended 
to be protected by Letters Patent consists of the features 
of construction, the parts and combinations thereof, and 
the mode of operation as hereinafter described or illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, or their equivalents. 

Referring to the accompanying drawing wherein is 
shown illustrative, but-obviously not necessarily the only 
forms of embodiment of the invention: 
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FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a preferred embodin 
inen't of the invention ‘as applied to spaced ‘vertically dis 
posed'wood'en- studs; I '_ 

1FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional‘ view illustrating details of 
the strip brace applied to the studding' in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a modi?cation of the 

brace of FIG. 1 in similar application; I 
_ FIG. 4 is a horizontal cross-sectional view showing 
the manner of anchoring the brace of FIG; 3 to s'tudding; 
and 

of FIG. 4'. I _ 

The improved brace as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2' of the 
drawings is in the form of a continuous ?exible strip-1, 
preferably of metal and having the necessary ‘compres 
sive strength. The strip 1 is channel formed to effect a 
generally U-shaped cross-section thereto‘ with the legs of. 
the relatively diverging from their bridging. element as 
will be further described. The bridging element of the 
strip 1 is provided by a' ?exible ‘back strip plate 2 and. 
the leg elements consist of ?exible strip plates 3 integrally 
formed with the back plate 2 and commonly extending 
from its inner surface outwardly in slightly diverging 
relation. . ' 

At the leading extremity of the .s'trip I, the back- strip 
portion. 2 extends. beyond its relatively coextensive inte 
grally connected side strips 3' to provide a lead-‘projection 

FIG. 5'is‘ a cross-sectional view taken along line 5—5 _ 

4 having a nail aperture 5 therethrough.v At equidistantly 
spacedv intervals longitudinally of the strip 1, the opposite 
side plates 3 are provided- With indentical notches. or cut 
outs 6 inwardly from their projecting extremities and; to 
the inner surface of the bridging. element 2.? The notches 
6 are formed to symmetrically expand.» inwardly to. the 
back plate 2,. Theportions of the side‘ plates 3 de?ning 
the notches 6 ‘thus formed. provide converging. anchor 

' elements 7 at their outermost extremities. 
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The strip 1' is employed- as illustrated in FIGST 1 and 
2 of the drawings where it is shown. in application to 
a series of vertical studs S ‘arranged ‘in spaced parallel 
relation. To’ apply the strip 1 to eife‘ct a bracing. of 
the spaced wooden studs S the projecting extension 4. at 
the lead end ofrythe strip’ is placed over the outer edge 
of the ?rst stud S in the series to have the adjacentlongi 
tudinal extremities of the side plates} abutthe stud face, 
A nail is then driven into the stud S throughtheaperture' 
5 inwthe lead end 4 of the strip 1 to anchor this end of 
the strip. The strip 1: is thenhorizontally directedto 
wards the following stud S_ and ?exed ‘at the ?rst notch. 6v 
to openpthel notch to receive the ‘outer edge ,of the stud 
as.’ the striplis forced inwardly and over ‘the stud until its 
outer edge abuts the inner surface of the back plate. 2; 
As the ?rst’ section of the strip 1 between the ‘first’ and 
second studs S is moved into- position,_the side platersec-y 
tions are placed' under compression betweenth'e studs 
and the anchor element _7' bites into the-opposing. face 
of the second stud S to lock the strip thereto and main 
tain the established. compression of the intermediate sidev 
plate portions. It is noted that the's‘tud- S;inay be slightly, 
sprung where required to facilitate‘ the seating of the 
strip thereto. From ‘this point the strip ,is successively 
?exed as it is moved inwardly to seat. over‘ successive 
studs S to open each notch ‘6, to facilitate the ready accome 
modation of the outer edges. of the studs inv the notches; 
As the’ strip ‘seats over each succeeding stud, the anchor" 
elements 7 on the side‘ plates 3 adjacent the immediately‘ 
preceding vface of a stud ‘St automatically bite in and‘v 
anchor to such adjacentside face and- complete the lock 
of the brace strip section. in. bracing reinforcing relation 
to-Jthe‘préceding pair of spaced studs. vAs ‘is readily/ob‘ 
vious, a single laborer may‘ extend the strip 1 from stud 
to stud, successively moving the strip sections- into-posi 
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tion and automatically anchoring the sections by the ac 
tion of the anchor elements 7 as the side plate sections 
forced intermediate the successive studs are placed under 
compression between opposed side faces ofthe studs. 
The only effort needed is in the ?exing of the strip at 
the notches 6 to receive the edges of the studs and the 
slight forcing of the intermediate strip sections into posi 
tion between the studs. The successive and progressive 
anchoring of the strip to opposed stud faces provides a 
simple but very effective lock of strip '1 in bracing rela 
tion to the studs. 
The brace thus provided is lightweight yet very strong 

in compression. This prevents lateral movement and dis; 
tortion of the studs while the anchor elements 7 not only 
lock the strip in position to the studs, but also prevent 
verticalv shifting or distortion of the brace. The ?exible 
strip 1 may be cut at the last stud in the'series. The 
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central portion ofthe back strip plate 2 at each notch . - 
6 is provided with an aperture 8 so that the strip can be 
nailed at any stud as required. 
,The advantages and economies obtaining in the use 

of strip braces in accordance with the invention are be 
lived readily apparent and it should be noted that the 
application described is merely illustrative and not in 
tended to be limiting in nature. 

FIGS. 3-5 of the drawings show a modi?ed form of 
the invention. In this instance, a ?exible strip 10, prefer 
ably of metal, is rectangularly bent at regular intervals 
to provide rectangular offset portions 11 de?ning recesses 
12 inwardly from one surface of the strip. The offset 
portions 11 are de?ned by parallel side walls 13 con 
nected at’ their innermost extremities by a back section 
14. The strip sections 15 intermediate the rectangular ‘ 
offset portions 11 are disposed parallel to the back sec 
tions 14 thereof. These intermediate strip sections 15 
have identical upper and lower extensions 16 which are 
identically folded back ‘from said one surface of the 
strip to converge towards each other, in the same direc 
tion as the offset portions 11, and to the plane common 
to the rearmost surfaces of the back sections 14 of the 
‘rectangular offset portions. From this plane the exten 
sions '16 ‘are further symmetrically bent in reverse in 
wardly and towards each other. Their innermost ex 
tremities are arranged parallel and in slightly spaced re 
lation in a plane adjacent and spaced from the plane of 
the elements '14. The parallel wall sections 13 which 
de?ne the sides of the‘ recesses 12 each have a plurality 
of triangular anchor projections 17 struck from their 
opposed faces to project inwardly of the recesses 12. 
As shown in FIG. 3, the ?exible and formed strip 10 

may be simultaneously applied to a series of parallel 
spaced studs S’ or the like.‘ This is, done by aligning the 
‘recesses 12 of the strip with the spaced edges of the studs 
S'- and advancing‘ the strip to seat to the studs until the 
outer edges'of the studs abut the back plates 14 of the 
rectangular offset portions 11. In the process, the strip 
is ?exed to spread the side wall sections 13 of each offset 
portion‘ 11-so the projections 17 thereon will pass to either 
side of the associated stud. As the respective studs seat to 
the back sections 14 of the offset portions 11, the wall 
sections 13 to either'side are forced inwardly toward each 
other to have the anchor projections 17 thereon engage 
in and anchor to the side faces of the stud therebetween. 
This disposes the intermediate strip sections 15 in hori~ 
zontal position between successive studs and under com 
pression, being'held in this position due to the anchoring 
of the elements 17. The seating of the strip 10 to the studs 
also disposes the extensions 16 of the sections 15 to face 
outwardly relative the wall de?ned by the studsand aper 
tures 18 are provided in each of the back sections 14 abut— 
ting the stud edges so that a nail ‘may be driven there 
through to, ?x the strip to, the stud additionally to the 
anchor thereof by the projections 17 engaging in the side 
faces of the studs. The slightly spaced reversed extremi-s 
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4 
ties of the upper and lower extensions 16 of the strip sec 
tions 15 provide friction lock engagement means for nails 
so that not only does the strip brace the studs, but also 
means are provided for nailing a wall over the studs in a 
manner believed obvious and illustrated in FIG. 5 of the 
drawings. 

In this modi?cation of the invention, there is also pro 
vided means for automatically anchoring a ?exible strip 
brace to brace spaced support elements by a simple ap 
plication of the strip substantially simultaneously to the 
spaced studs. 
As noted previously, the use and application of the 

?exible strip type brace is economical and effective. The 
embodiments of the invention may be provided in strip or 
roll form. Noting the embodiment of FIGS. 1-3 of the 
drawings, the side plates 3 of the strip provided are in 
relatively diverging relation not only to increase the 
brace effectiveness but also to enable the nesting of the 
strip on itself in roll form to reduce its size or in strip 
form to reduce storage and shipping spaced required there 
for. 
A particular advantage of the invention strip brace as 

employed in construction activity is that it may also be 
used to quickly mark off the intervals at which framing 
members are to be established. This dual function of the 
brace is highly advantageous and saves considerable time 
in framing. It should be noted that while a particular ap~ 
plication of the invention has been illustrated herein, its 
application is not intended to be so limited. 
From the above description it will be apparent that there 

is thus provided a device of the character described pos 
sessing the particular features of advantage before enum 

, erated as desirable, but which obviously is susceptible of 
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' modi?cation in its form, proportions, detail construction 
and arrangement of parts without departing from the 
principle involved or sacri?cing any of its advantages. 

7 While in order to comply with the statute the invention 
has been described in language more or less speci?c as to 
structural features, it is to be understood that the inven 
tion is not limited to the speci?c features showns, but 
that the means and construction herein disclosed comprises 
an illustrative form vof several modes of putting the in 

.. vention into effect and the invention is therefore claimed 
' in any of its forms or modi?cations within the legitimate 
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and valid scope of the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: , 
1. Brace apparatus including a ?exible strip consisting 

of a back plate having upper and lower plates projecting 
therefrom in generally perpendicular relation to one face, 
said upper and lower plates having vertically aligned 
notches at spaced intervals converging outwardly relative‘ 
said back plate. 

2. Brace apparatus for spaced structural members, com- 
prising a ?exible strip including a back plate having upper 
and lower plates projecting from one face, said upper and 
lower plates having similar aligned recesses at spaced in 
tervals diverging inwardly to said back plate to de?ne 

' spaces at their outermost edges insu?icient to accommo 
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date a structural member, said upper and lower plates 
having a slight divergence from the perpendicular to adapt 
the strip to nest on itself or in similar strips for shipping or 
storage, said strip being required to be ?exed at said re 
cesses-to receive the structural members therein, the ad 
jacent outwardly convergent edges of said upper and lower 
plates formed by said recesses affording anchor elements 
biting into the structural elements on release of the strip 
from' a ?exed condition to automatically engage the back 
plate in abutting relationthereto. ' 

3. A structural brace device for application to the sides 
of adjacent structural members, including a ?at ?exible 
elongated strip, plate means projecting from opposite 
edges of said strip in vertically and longitudinally spaced, 

, relation having relatively adjacent end portions relatively 
extended towards each other at their outer extremities ar 
ranged to de?ne spaced vertically aligned notchesreduced 
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to their outer extremities, said strip being adapted to be 
?exed to expand said notches to receive sides of spaced 
structural members therein in abutting relation to said 
strip, said adjacent end portions of said projecting plate 
means anchoring in the structural members as said pro 
jecting plate means are disposed between the sides of ad 
jaccnt structural members under compression. 

4. Brace apparatus for spaced parallel members, com 
prising a U-shaped ?exible strip, the legs of the U having 
aligned notches at spaced intervals which expand inwardly 
thereof, the openings to said notches being less in width 
than the width of said members, the strip being required to 
be ?exed at said notches so the spaced members may seat 
therein, the portions of the legs de?ning each notch pro 
viding means for anchoring into opposite sides of the 
spaced members to lock thereto on release of the strip 
from ?exure, the leg portions of the strip intermediate said 
notches being placed under compression and in bracing 
relation to the spaced parallel members on release of the 
strip from ?exure and thereby ?xed relative thereto. 

5. Brace apparatus for ya series of parallel structural 
members including a ?at ?exible strip having longitudinal 
portions thereof at spaced intervals intermediate its ex 
tremities rectangularly offset to respectively nest one of 
the series of structural members and ?ange means on said 
strip intermediate said offset portions and contained there 
between to provide an automatic brace between succes 
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6 
sive offset portions as the structural elements are nested 
therein, said ?ange means being opposite and convergent 
in character to dispose convergent extremities thereof in 
immediately adjacent relation for receiving and clamping 
to nails or the like driven therebetween. 

6. Brace apparatus for spaced framing elements com 
prising a ?exible strip, said strip being channel formed, the 
sides of said channel formed strip having vertically aligned 
notches reduced to their outer extremities to form anchor 
means integral with said sides projecting inwardly of said 
notches to their outer extremities. 
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